Try as many different things as you can until you find
something you’re passionate about and follow that career.
Dr Jon Urch
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PhD
University of Cardiff
PhD Biochemistry
Dr Colin Berry and
Professor John Harwood
Investigating new drug targets for the
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University of Cardiff
BSc Biochemistry: 1st Class Hons

PhD
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Postdoctoral Position
University of Dundee
X-ray crystallography
Professor Daan van Aalten
Studies of the structure of
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Public Engagement and Outreach
Co-ordinator Revealing Research
University of Dundee
2008-2009 A University of Edinburgh
led project funded by the Scottish
Government to discuss research with
the general public at Dundee Science
Centre, Our Dynamic Earth and in Oban.
2009-2010 Funded by the Scottish
Funding Council to coordinate Public
Engagement across six Universities
in NE Scotland, sharing best practise
and supporting development of new
initiatives.
2010-Present Centrally funded by
the University of Dundee to lead
Public Engagement across all research
subjects.

Sharing Science
University of Edinburgh
Led project to discuss research with
the general public at Sensation Science
Centre and Oban
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